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Hi from Jan!

Hello, reader. We have not met, but I know exactly who you are. Your mother has just brought in today’s mail and left this magazine on the kitchen table. You reached for it the second you got home from school, casting aside your Honors Geometry homework to pore over its glossy pages. You will spend the afternoon internalizing each and every detail of the articles inside. To you, this magazine is so important. The most important.

Reader, you have so much to learn. Put your trust in me, for I can teach you.

You are a frizzy-haired fourteen-year-old, wearing jeans that fit badly and a bra that fits worse. You have just gotten your braces removed — congratulations! — and now your retainer gives you a lisp that will persist for the next two months. You have recently learned how to apply mascara and are so proud of your long, clumpy lashes. Two more years will pass until you learn how to use foundation.

By the time your mother calls you down for dinner, you will have read about how to do a waterfall braid; which sundresses are perfect for an athletic body type; and the best ways to discern if your crush likes you back. To you, this magazine contains the truth.

Today, you will read four articles about how to be a better kisser. You will read each article twice, in fact. This despite the reality that you have never kissed a boy, and will not do so until Junior Prom, and by then you will have long forgotten all of the advice that this magazine once taught you.

Someday, young reader, you will go to a dermatologist and obtain an Accutane prescription; someday, you will accept the fact that you may never have perfectly toned-yet-slim arms. Until then, I am here to provide recipes for cleansing face masks and workout routines consisting mainly of abdominal crunches.

I know that you read this magazine not because you are seventeen, but because being seventeen is what you wish for more than anything else in the world. When you are seventeen, you believe, you will look like the windswept model on the cover. Your hair will straighten out, your smile will be confident, and your parents will finally let you buy that Abercrombie tank top that you’ve wanted for so long. My sweet reader, you are almost there, and soon you will have it all.

Until then, I will show you what you desire, if only you read on.

XOXO

-Jan

Behind the scenes:
We let Trevor, age 6, destroy all the makeup in this issue!
Listen up, ladies! We get it. Politics are making it really hard to be a teenager these days. You’re angry that John Culberson, your crotchety old white male representative, is making it impossible for you to access birth control at your nearest Planned Parenthood, so you won’t be able to seal the deal with Derek on prom night. You’re frustrated that Culberson won’t take action on common-sense gun reform, and school shootings keep interfering with your SAT prep classes. That’s tough – and it’s all because you don’t have the representation that you deserve.

Luckily for you, MAC just came out with their new line of badass #Resister lipsticks that are perfect for protesting the absurdly partisan gerrymandering in Texas’s 7th Congressional District. Here they are, on a scale of smokin’ to woke.

1. **Fire Engine Red**, which represents the inadequate social services and public goods that are predominantly found in neighborhoods that are home to lower-income and minority Americans. Because districts with more residents of lower socioeconomic status raise less tax revenue, you’re going to be shit out of luck if you need to call the fire department and don’t live in the wealthy Houston suburbs of Texas’s 7th District.

2. **Packin’ and Crackin’ Pink**, which references the “packing and cracking” method of gerrymandering that separates minority residents into districts where they will be overpowered by white residents. This is certainly the case in TX-07: 31.91% of the district’s residents are Hispanic or Latino, but their political expressions are hindered by the 44.95% of white residents who consistently manage to prevent them from asserting their voting power.

3. **Crotchety Old White Man**, which represents the demographic makeup of every legislator that has represented Texas’s 7th District since the district’s creation in 1883. Every legislator from this district appears to be a white male, despite Texas’s significant Latino population. This is because gerrymandering systematically denies minority populations the benefit of “descriptive representation,” a political concept by which citizens are governed by representatives that have similar demographic characteristics as themselves.

Plus, if you order now, you get an exclusive bonus shade! This delicious color is called **Democratic Fuschia**, referencing the national Democratic party’s attempt to sabotage a Democratic candidate, Laura Moser, in the 2018 primary because they didn’t think she’d have a good chance of winning the general election in Texas’s 7th District. Beating the odds, Moser ended up with enough votes to advance to the next stage in the primary. How’s that for a Democratic Fuschia Fuck You?

So order now, and you’ll be looking smokin’ when you #Indivisibly march up to the polls in November 2018 and #SwingLeft!
Five Ways to Keep Your Next Makeover Under Budget

with Jerome Powell,
Chairman of the Federal Reserve!

We had our Beauty Correspondent Becky sit down with Chairman of the Federal Reserve Jerome Powell to find five makeover tips that won’t break the bank! We just can’t believe he agreed to do this. Let’s see what they found!

1. Find new ways to use the makeup you already have!
   Becky: “Washing and reusing old mascara wands is a fun life hack! Mix and match with your favorite mascaras!”
   Jerome Powell: “The financial crisis did significant damage to the productive capacity of our economy, and the damage was of a character, extent, and duration that cannot be fully known today.”

2. Buy last season’s beauty products when they go on sale!
   Becky: “No one will really notice if that eyeshadow palette came out last year. Save money when you can!”
   Jerome Powell: “To encourage that outcome, as monetary policymakers consider removing accommodation, we should look for a little more proof than usual that labor markets are tightening or other supply-side constraints are binding.”

3. Don’t go to the salon if you can do it yourself!
   Becky: “The day I stopped getting a manicure every other week, and finally learned to do the nails on my left hand myself, my bank account nearly doubled!”
   Jerome Powell: “It seems plausible that at least part of supply-side damage could be reversed if the economy enjoys a period of sustained growth.”

4. Buy higher-priced items with a friend and have a spa day together!
   Becky: “My BFF Rachel and I have the same taste in face masks, but one jar is really expensive, so we buy it together and make a fun afternoon of it!”
   Jerome Powell: “Overall, I do not see leveraged finance markets as posing undue financial stability risks. And if risk-taking does not threaten financial stability, it is not the Fed’s job to stop people from losing (or making) money.”

5. Maybe don’t even do a makeover—you’re beautiful just the way you are!
   Becky: “I’m trying to cut back on how many times I get my hair done anyway. I’m learning to love my mane just the way it is!”
   Jerome Powell: “Girl, same.”
17 Steps to Follow for an all-natural look

So, you seek a visage which is beautiful yet appears untampered with?
You wish to benefit from the marvels of modern cosmetics, yet seem as though you have done nothing? I cannot give you that which you desire, but I can tell you where it lies. Be warned, this is not a goal for the faint of heart, not something to be trifled with to impress wayward boys. Powerful forces are at work here. Proceed only if this is what you truly covet.

1) Bring a companion
   This is not a journey that is to be taken alone. Find one you trust and convince them to quest by your side.

2) Collect three silver dollars and seven grouse eggs

3) Seek your local beauty store or store with a beauty section

4) Find the One-Eyed Old Man
   Somewhere in the department you will find the One-Eyed Old Man. He may appear as a laborer, a patron, or only as an image. Look for him in printings and mirrors.

5) Offer him a coin, but do not give it to him
   Hold out the coin, but do not fail to pull it away before he grabs it. He will don a smile and guide you to a part of the store most remote. If he gets the coin, you must complete a Quest for him before he will help you. God save you.

6) Follow the One-Eyed Old Man and go through the Door
   The One-Eyed Old Man will show to you a Door most peculiar that has never shown itself to you. Pass through and throw the three coins back through the Door over your right shoulder. But traveler, do not look back.

7) You will arrive in the home you remember from your childhood
   Take nothing and touch nothing!

8) Find the place in your home of which you have the fewest remembrances.

9) Speak the name of the person you sense you have most wronged in your life, followed by the name of the one you feel has wronged you most. DO NOT LIE.

10) You, oh intrepid pair, will now find yourselves in a forest most dense and disheartening.

11) Look for the sun through the trees and follow it until you reach a path, then follow the road East.

12) At a fork in the road you will meet Brothers three, he who cannot lie, he who cannot speak truth, and he who knows nothing of the world.
13) **Figure out who they are,** give three eggs to the teller of truth and four to the one who knows nothing. Give no eggs to he who would deceive you.

14) **Take neither path;** rather, turn back from whence you came. The path shall be unlike your memory.

15) **You will come to a great Stone Slab in a clearing.**

16) **Sacrifice your Friend upon the Slab**

   One must lose to gain, one must sacrifice loyalty and honor in pursuit of beauty. Your friend must die, or the journey has been for naught, and Natural Beauty shall forever evade you. You shall forever be cursed to either appear as one who has beautified themselves with vain products, or your appearance shall bring you nothing but shame. The Universe demands recompense for the boon you seek.

17) **A Goblet shall manifest in your blood-stained hands,** and upon drinking it, you will return to the boutique at which you began your quest with what you have sought.

Natural Beauty is now yours. You shall be radiant, yet also look like you don’t really care how you look so people don’t think you’re the kind of person who cares too much about their appearance or anything.

---

tastiest products to gnaw off your lips like the ANIMAL YOU ARE

1. **Cherry Chapstick:** A true classic. There are few things more satisfying than untwisting a fresh, shiny tube free of blemishes and bite marks.

2. **Coconut Oil:** An ideal texture for slathering in and around your facehole. It may not taste as great as some of the other options here, but it’s hipster, does the job, and won’t give you indigestion.

3. **Burt’s Bees:** Don’t tell your parents, but you can also put this stuff on your eyelids #beezing

4. **LUSH cosmetics Key Lime Pie Lip Balm:** LUSH says this stuff is “tasty and tangy” for “soft, lickable lips,” but we’ll take that a step further and say it’s one of the most craveable lip balms out there. Plus, it’s vegan, so the only animal being harmed is you!

5. **eos eggs:** Why stick to boring chicken eggs when you can have ‘sweet mint’ and ‘summer fruit’ flavored ones?

6. **Lipsmackers:** A real #tbt. Just one nibble will take you back to the middle school days of Hannah Montana and Webkinz.

7. **Stormi Jenner’s Sweet Infant Joy Lip Balm:** Your lips will be as smooth as a baby’s bottom, and this stuff is made from Kombucha scoby!

8. **Shitty Privately Labelled Mint Chapstick:** You know the ones, sitting in a plastic bowl at your local bank or doctor’s office. Frankly, they taste pretty terrible, but sometimes you just need a fix and Snevetneen is all about resourcefulness and being thrifty. Your mom probably has like seven of them in her purse right now.

9. **Vaseline**
1. Jean Paul Sartre
OMG, what a HUNK! Registered studmuffin Pauly S. will phenomenologically SMOULDER you with his Cartesian discourse on ontological existentialism! Oo-la-la! Who can forget when he said, “Every existing thing is born without reason, prolongs itself out of weakness, and dies by chance.” WOWZA! This writer has to agree!

2. Albert Camus
SMEXY AF! In addition to being a freakin’ BEEFCAKE, in his spare time, Al loves to write about the fundamental incompatibility in our existence. UGH! We were SHOOK when he said, “One must imagine Sisyphus happy.” If you can compare rolling a boulder up a hill for eternity to getting a Master’s in philosophy from Columbia and then only writing articles for tweens about hot celebrities, this writer could NEVER imagine Sisyphus happy! LOL!

3. Michel Foucault
What a, um, DREAMBOAT! Macho Mikey has GORGEOUS brown eyes and a KILLER bod, and makes some really trenchant points about social theory and power relations. It was so hot, I guess, when he wrote, “Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?” Every fucking day I come into this prison of an office, these cubicles, to submit myself to worshipping these mindless bodies for a fucking pittance. Cute AF!

4. Gilles Deleuze
This HUNK is—fuck it. Fuck it all! Fuck this oppressive machine of capitalism, this imaginary and symbolic theater! What is this consumptionalist framework but a hegemonical nexus for teleological extirpation of the dialectic! Yes! YES! I see it all! Thank you Gilles! Take me in your powerful arms and lift me up out of this absurd realm of listless shadows and immaterial forms! Take me Gilles! PLEASE TAKE ME GILLES. RELEASE ME! TAKE ME TAKE ME TAKE ME TAKE ME

5. Seth
Isn’t Seth cute?
We all know how rough it feels to have a crush ghost when you thought things were going well. If you’ve been there, these girls can relate!

**Tracy B.** “I’d been texting this guy from my history class for a couple weeks, and things were getting kind of flirty. We’d sit near each other at lunch and pass notes in class, and I was sure he was planning to ask me to prom. One day, he came up to me holding a poster with my name on it. I couldn’t believe it—this was happening! Then all of a sudden his skin got really pale, his eyes turned into sunken black holes, and he slowly floated away while making a horrifying wailing noise. It was the worst.”

**Erin P.** “I was over at my BF’s house, and we were watching a movie on his couch. When it ended, he asked if I wanted to go up to his room. I headed upstairs, but when I got there, I couldn’t figure out where he was. Then I saw a faint, greenish light outside one of his windows. I opened the shade, and there he was, glowing, shrieking, and completely transparent. I was terrified.”

**Hailey C.** “I met this guy I was super into at my friend’s pool party, so as I was leaving, I asked for his number! We started texting a lot right away, so I knew he was into me. One day we decided to meet up for ice cream. I waited for him outside the shop, but when he showed up, he was enveloped in what appeared to be a floating pile of dirty rags. When I went in for a hug, his eyes rolled back in his head and he gradually disappeared, hissing the whole time. Not cool.”

**Jamie M.** “I had a huge crush on a guy on the swim team, so I’d always go over to the pool after class to watch his meets. One day, he came over to me afterwards and asked me out—I was thrilled! We made plans to meet up at my favorite Italian restaurant later that night, but then all of a sudden, he dove back into the pool and completely dissolved. He never showed up for our date, and to make things worse, I could hear his voice whispering in my pipes for weeks.”

**Hannah W.** “I met a guy through mutual friends and we texted back and forth for a few weeks. After a couple dates, it seemed like things were getting serious. Then one day he stopped responding to my texts, and I never saw him again. It sucked.”
Four Ways to Show Your Crush You’re Into Him

We all know how hard it is to let your crush know that you’re into him. But listen, it’s 2018 and time to shoot your shot with Kyle, that super-hot guy you passed in the hall that one time on your way to chem. Here are some of our best tips and tricks to subtly letting your crush know that you’re into him before he feels compelled to call the cops.

1. TEXT HIM
Texting is a lot easier than talking to people in person. As a bonus, there is only a small probability you will get in trouble for stalking him! But remember, we here at Sneventeen respect people’s privacy and do not encourage stalking.

2. LET MISS GOSSIP KNOW
An old time classic, telling the school gossip that you and Kyle are already dating is a sure-fire way to get the rumor mills going. Eventually, if enough people believe that you and Kyle are going steady, chances are Kyle will believe it too. Also nothing is too illegal about telling little white lies.

3. DROP A NOTE IN HIS LOCKER
Write a fun and casual note confessing your eternal love for Kyle and then sneak it into his locker — we all know you know the combination. This is technically not breaking and entering because you’re on school property. What better way to show your crush you like him?

4. MAKE FLIRTY EYE CONTACT
Cute and flirty eye contact will certainly convince your special someone that you want to become closer than your restraining order allows you to.

5. ACQUIRE A GORILLA COSTUME AND A LADDER
We would also suggest finding access to a crowbar, a megaphone, and three pineapples. Make sure to reserve this method until all others have been exhausted. While we legally cannot advise you how to proceed, we are sure a strong, smart, confident girl like you will know how to take it from here.

Disclaimer:
Sneventeen is not responsible for any actions taken by its readers and will not assume legal liability for any situation inspired by our articles. If needed, please refer to last issue’s “10 Ways to Get Out of a Sticky Legal Situation Without Calling Mom or Dad.”

What do guys really want?

Normally this column is written by our contributor, Ryan. Unfortunately, Ryan just caught the flu and is out for the week. So we decided to tackle the tough question that’s always on our minds: What do guys really want? Well, we asked some guys directly! Here are their answers.

Connor, age 16: “Honestly, this might sound a little weird, but a lot of guys actually want girls to take more initiative in relationships. We guys are always expected to ask the girl out and that kind of stuff, and sometimes it’s a lot of pressure.”

Reddit User “GrandFedoraMaster9000,” age unknown: “What do ‘guys’ want? I should have expected such a pathetic question from a woman. I presume you intended to inquire about our relationship preferences, based on the weaker gender’s tendency to treat all men like mere playthings set on the planet for your own simple-minded amusement. I, however, will approach your question at face value. What do we ‘guys’ truly want? An end to the abominable injustice of friendzoning, to be sure. Also to stop being bitched at by you harebrained harlots about some imaginary salary gap, and to stop being asked to curtail our free speech for the sake of tyrannical ‘political correctness.’ But I think I speak for all ‘guys’ when I say that what we truly desire from you feather-witted femoids is merely a nice big sandwich.”

Deion, age 17: “I think most guys just want to be accepted for who we are. I know girls are always being pushed to conform to a lot of social expectations, but honestly, so are guys. I’m tired of being made to feel inferior just because I’m not some perfectly-toned image of pure masculinity.”

My Grandpa, age 78: “Huh? What do guys want? I’ll tell you what we want, some peace and fucking quiet every once in a while! I’ve been the man of this house for half a century, and I can’t even sit in my armchair and read the Sunday funnies for half an hour without Martha hollering at me, “Stephen, Spot needs to go outside!” or better yet, “Stephen, stop leaving your grapefruit spoons in the sink! I’m not your maid!” It never ends with this woman.”

Trevor, age 6: “I bet what all guys want is one of those amphibious army tanks like I saw on TV last night. Those things are EPIC! They have this huge cannon and can drive right through a river! Probably every guy wants one of those.”
Because of Our **Demographics Analyses**, Here Are 5 Fresh Spring Styles That Say “We Need Broad Gun Control Reform”

Well, our quarterly demographics report has arrived, and gun control is in. As a corporation that lives and dies on our ability to stay relevant, we’ve put together this list of fresh, flirty, and pro-gun-control fashion trends. So listen up, all you 13- to 17-year-old females from the 22% federal income tax bracket, this article is for you!

1. **Floral prints**
   Let’s start the season off right. What style says “spring is here” and “it’s too easy for minors to purchase arms” at the same time? Well, according to our marketing team, it’s floral patterns. That’s right, floral patterns are the perfect way to welcome the warm weather and push for stricter gun shop regulations. And yes, we’re desperate enough for relevance to use a serious societal issue for our capital advantage.

2. **Polka dots**
   Have you been looking for the perfect way to tell your crush you’re fun, you’re available, and gun magazines should be limited to ten bullets or less? According to our consumer data, you have! Well worry not, your answer is polka dots! Yes ma’am, this fun and flirty pattern is the perfect way to get across your complex views on gun control and look good while doing it!

3. **Fringe**
   ‘Tis the season of blooming flowers, budding romance, and congressional obstructionism. How many of us have spent hours in the morning trying to find the perfect outfit for protesting conservative stonewalling tactics? Well, we’re a corporation incapable of putting on clothes in the literal sense, but we’ve decided this is a relatable struggle to today’s youth. Fear not, the answer is tassels! So the next time you walk out of school or march on the statehouse, make sure to sport some fringe!

4. **Plaid**
   At this point, our marketing team is worried that we may be ostracizing our more center-leaning audiences. The last thing we want to do is lose any of our dwindling readership. But worry not, moderates, number 4 is for you! What’s the best way to say you see the need for gun control reform, but it’s a complex issue and you understand the weight of the Second Amendment? Why, plaid of course! So don a cute checked skirt and tell the world gun reform is important, but there are a lot of intricacies to constitutional law that the media tends to gloss over.

5. **Pastels**
   Alright, back to our core audience of far left adolescents. That was a fun little intermission. Our research shows we can acknowledge other viewpoints as long as they’re not too distant from our focus and still retain our audience. Anyway, if you want more effective background checks, wear pastels.

**Bonus Outfit! Wear a Thomas Jefferson mask and go around saying the Second Amendment was intended only for militias**
   This one should be self-evident.
Five Dresses That Look Great on the Models We Paid for This *But Would Look Shitty on You*

It’s springtime, ladies, and you know what that means: wearing gorgeous, cute, or elegant outfits that let all your baes and boos know exactly who you are! Or, in the case of these dresses, exactly who you aren’t. That’s right! Wear any of these five outfits to remind yourself that you’ll never compare to the models we pay to display them!

1. This number is a great look for all kinds of weather: warm enough for those wintry breezes of March, but cool enough for those hotter May beach days. No matter the weather, however, you’ll still look garbage in it! What with your shapeless sack of a body, defined by rolling rivulets of fat and out-of-place hairs that never seem to stay cut for very long, you don’t even DESERVE to wear this. Our paid model on the other hand? She objectively makes you look like trash to your own significant other!

2. Number 2 is a fantastic example of a dress that you can only wear if you don’t have people in your life who love you enough to tell you you’ll never be able to pull it off. Maria Alejandra, on the other hand, a gorgeous model who pulled herself out of the poverty of a Central American slum with nothing but her thigh gap and the definition of her collarbones, looks gorg in it!

3. This dress is made out of a sublime cotton-polyester blend, but it’s made for a social stratum of women so far above you that you’ve probably never even had a conversation with one longer than the two seconds it takes them to facetiously thank you for opening a door for them. And don’t worry, that’s not just because you’re hideous, which, undoubtedly, you are. It’s because you’re poor too.

4. Haha don’t kid yourself, you absolute trollperson. This dress wasn’t made with you in mind, it was made for Gigi Hadid, a woman whose waist size of 0.2 should be scientifically impossible to maintain with her height of 6 foot 3, but there you go! Now, some people might say that even without absolutely rocking this dress like Gigi, you can be beautiful on the inside! Those people are liars. The outside is just a glimpse of the inside. Remember that when you inevitably put this dress back on the rack after failing to fit into it.

5. This final dress is special. Made for a woman of any shape or size, of any height or – oh my god, is that what you look like all the time? Scratch that. Forget the dresses! After all, beauty, sex appeal, looking like a human woman, those are just social constructs, right? Just joking; they matter more than anything.
Lauren’s story is both heartwarming and relevant to you, teen girl, as well as I, teen girl.

Wow, Lauren, we Snevetneen-ers can totally relate! I can empathize with Lauren because I am definitely a teenage girl and I also have inadvertently had my skirt get tucked into the front of my underwear. Sounds like the worst day of Lauren’s life, am I right, fellow adolescents? Our renowned Snevetneen staff, who are totally young women who are attending high school and not sad, middle-aged men, even managed to get Lauren to elaborate on her situation since the incident.

“Nah,” Lauren replied when we asked her if she could elaborate on her situation since the incident.

Man, that’s some world-class reportage, especially coming from our Snevetneen reporters, who are teenage girls, just like I am. And as a similarly-aged girl-person to you, the reader, I sure hope that Lauren gets her head in the game and doesn’t have any more super humiliating and totally relatable wardrobe malfunctions. She must feel so embarrassed, and I feel embarrassed too, because her situation is similar to my situation given that: A. Lauren is a human female between the ages of 13 and 17, and B. I am likewise a juvenile who has reached a specific age range and has two X chromosomes. Thus, it can be confirmed that Lauren’s story is both heartwarming and relevant to you, teen girl, as well as I, teen girl. Us young, teen, juvenile women must stick together and share these teen events that we teens find to be comprehensible because of our age group, teen, and also our gender, girl, which I, a teen girl, share with you teens who are the same teen age as me. We TEEN all GIRL here TEEN at GIRL Snevetneen wish TEEN Lauren GIRL a TEEEN hearty GIIIIIIRL farewell and TENE good GIRL luck NEET with LGIR her TEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE next GIRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

**At this point, Randy, a disheveled 47-year-old man, turns off his computer and stumbles out of the Snevetneen newsroom into the light of day. “I’ve done it!” he cries, as he runs toward the parking lot, not once looking back, “At last I’ve created a relatable article!” Randy’s desk at the Snevetneen headquarters is vacant the next morning, and he is never seen again**
Oh Damn, Emma Stone Wore Pants! Good Job, Emma!

Dayuuuum! Hold up Hollywood, Emma Stone is on the rise! LA locals were surprised to find Stone, an Academy Award winner and role model for thousands of aspiring actresses, rocking some—you guessed it—pants. Look out Meryl Streep, there’s a new bad bitch in town, and she is working it in a straight fire wardrobe. Here’s what Emma had to say about her revolutionary wardrobe choice:

“What do you mean ‘why am I wearing pants?’ Of course I’m wearing pants, I’m at the grocery store…in public.”

Oh snap! We always knew Emma was a spitfire, but look to her to create the hottest new trends in 2018. Her pioneering style could take fashion anywhere this year, and it leaves us wondering: what’s next for Emma Stone? Wearing shoes? Who knows!

Technology Win!

DuPont Scientists Made Your Favorite Pair of Levi’s Bulletproof!

Whether your favorite Levi’s jeans are a dark-wash pair of mid-rise 505’s, an old pair of boot cut 512’s, or a well-worn pair of slim-fit distressed 535’s, we’ve got great news for you: Now you can go to school feeling safe and secure in your favorite denim pants, because Levi’s has teamed up with material scientists at DuPont to make every style of their jeans 100% bulletproof!

“Look, we’ve been selling jeans to the 14-to-18 year old demographic since Elvis was playing ‘Hound Dog’ on Ed Sullivan,” said Levi Strauss VI, CEO of Levi’s, in an interview. “We’ve watched consumer trends come and go, but there are two things that we know for certain about the teenage market right now: First, these kids love denim. And second, it’s statistically probable that most American teenagers will be targeted in a school shooting at least once before they graduate from high school. Look, they may not be the most glamorous part of our national identity, but school shootings are as deeply intertwined in the fabric of Americana as apple pie and baseball. Today’s high schoolers are well aware of the fact that they may need to hide from a ruthlessly cold-blooded gunman at any given moment, so it’s only right that we cater to this market by making every product in our line 100% impervious to all handgun bullets and incendiary rounds.”

When asked for comment, Levi’s Head of Marketing gave a brief addition to the CEO’s comments: “Overall, Levi’s jeans have always been a quintessential part of American fashion and culture, and right now, you’re not getting a truly American education if you’re not walking into school afraid of getting shot every now and then. Our goal with this new line of products is to connect our teenage customers to their national heritage — every time a young man or woman puts on a pair of our bulletproof jeans, we want them to be immediately reminded of the fact that NRA lobbyists and constitutional originalists have made it all but necessary to constantly protect oneself from a potential school shooting. Simply put, we want our customers to say, ‘Wow, I am proud to live in a nation whose political climate has become so hyper-partisan that half of the voting population is willing to accept the loss of hundreds of innocent lives per year in exchange for a single personal freedom that has been rendered almost entirely obsolete by modern technological development!’ Only then have we truly succeeded as a brand.”

Good on Levi’s for making jeans with national pride at heart! Now it’s your job to go out and buy a pair of these along with H&M’s new anthrax-resistant tank tops and the ever-popular Gucci gas mask!
Inspiring! Shawn Mendes Said “Yes” To This Girl’s Prom Ask Even Though an Evil Water Spirit Turned Shawn Mendes Into an Alaskan Halibut Last Year After HeForgot to Buy New Aquarium Gravel at PetSmart

You probably already know that Shawn Mendes is a talented singer and a major hottie — but have you heard that he’s also such an amazing person? It’s true!

Every girl has experienced the struggle of finding a Prom date, and 16-year-old Savannah Miller of Walnut Creek, CA, was no different. Savannah, a huge Shawn Mendes fan, asked the teen heartthrob to Prom via Twitter. Much to her surprise, Shawn said yes, despite the fact that he has been living as an Alaskan halibut due to the fact that a wicked deity cursed him for failing to properly maintain his aquarium.

Faith in humanity = restored!

Savannah said she was surprised that Shawn wrote “yes” to her Prom ask because he’s a crazy-popular singer, and also he has been magically confined to the slippery body of an Alaskan halibut ever since he failed to purchase the gravel that his freshwater home aquarium sorely needed. Yet this 19-year-old wunderkind managed not only to find the time to attend the Northgate High School junior prom, but also to work a computer without opposable thumbs or the ability to breathe air.

Um, can Shawn come to our prom too?

Shawn has confirmed that he fully plans to make the trip to the Northgate High gym for next week’s Prom. Because of the spell placed on him after he left PetSmart without buying aquarium gravel last year and encountered a disgruntled water spirit, he will need to rent a tuxedo that can fit a 300-pound Alaskan Halibut. Let’s hope the former Vine star and current flatfish remembers to bring a matching corsage!

We can’t wait to see pictures of Shawn and Savannah all dressed up for Prom night. Even though Shawn’s eyes have both migrated to the right side of his head because of his unlucky run-in with the aquatic god who transformed him into an Alaskan halibut, we know he’ll look smoking hot in his suit and tie.

Savannah, you’re one lucky girl! We hope you and Shawn dance all night, or at least until his scales dry out.
Five Songs You Should Request at Prom So You Can Get Your Sad, Miserable Freak On

Someone Like You by Adele
There's nothing that gets you in the mood for the world's most tragic horizontal tango like slow-dancing to this power ballad about trying desperately to get over an ex-lover! Channel Adele's anguish as you watch that satanic bitch Jessica whisk away the man of your high school dreams! Obviously, your date could never compare to the "someone like you" in question, but if you're really committed to this wretched enterprise, now would be a good time to start pretending!

Wonderwall by Oasis
For those of you desperate to spend as little time with your date as possible until you do the devil's dance, Wonderwall is the perfect song to request. Your date will without a doubt understand your need to yell, "AND AFTER ALLLLLLL, YOU’RE MY WONDERWALLLLLLL" as you sway sadly with your friends in one big "Lonely Hearts Club" circle. And who knows? Maybe your date is gonna be the one that saves you—at the very least, from the tragic fate of not being able to say that you had (sad, miserable) sex on Prom night!

God’s Plan by Drake
An "urban" hit is the perfect song for setting the mood, and no artist appeals more to the youth than Drake! We guarantee you won't feel any line more strongly tonight than the poetic “I feel good, sometimes I don’t.” That upbeat tempo is perfect for grinding just off-beat against your date, and if all goes according to God's plan, you'll finally be able to ditch your status as a virgin nerd-lord, just at the small cost of your self-respect and fond memories of your Prom night!

Promposal FAIL: Why I Tripped My Rabbi
I go to a really religious Jewish school and Prom is banned because they do not want the mingling of the sexes, and girl, let me tell you, the sexes mingle at prom. The administration is all like, "anyone caught at a prom before graduation cannot graduate," and we were just like, “let's just have it after graduation!” Anyway, my friend Ari wanted to prompose to his girlfriend in a really extra way in the very school building that banned prom. He got his theater friends involved and set it up so that he would be on the stage in the auditorium, and it would be totally dark, and there would be loud music, and then his girlfriend - and hopefully none of the Rabbis - would hear it and come and then BAM – spotlight on the kid holding a cute sign saying “And G-d said unto Jaimee, ‘LET THERE BE PROM.’” Jaimee came in and loved it! She screamed yes, and tearfully started making her way down the aisle. And then, almost as the prophets foretold, the Rabbi bursts through the door, shvitzing! At this point, the Rabbi has one goal – catch Ari. Now I start panicking because I don't want Ari and Jaimee to get in trouble, but at the same time, for me to stop this, I would need to run physical interference on one of the most revered clergymen in the rabbinic world. I decided to do the right thing, and as the Rabbi came by I stuck out my foot and tripped him. I mean, he had the chutzpah to try to break up one of the greatest promposals of all time! I expected the Rabbi to go flying, flipping through the air several times before landing tzitzit first on the ground. Except here’s the thing, the Rabbi just fell over, immediately got up and picked up his Velvet Skullcap, and kept running! Bummer!
Aww! Taylor Swift now owns a smaller Taylor Swift!

The days are getting longer, and temperatures are rising. With summer rapidly approaching, we tasked our style expert, Stacey, with finding the hottest new accessory to complete your flirty spring look. Lucky for you, she found just what she was looking for on Tuesday, when Taylor Swift stepped out for brunch in Los Angeles. The crooner was spotted headed out to eat trailed by a smaller Taylor Swift. You heard that right. When our style expert saw Tiny Tay posted up at an outside table with a mimosa, she knew it was a game-changer. Taylor rocked a casual look, opting for a floral sundress and denim jacket. She completed the outfit with sky-high nude pumps. The smaller Taylor matched her exactly, sporting custom-made designer pieces in a XXXXS. Mimosas weren’t the only juicy thing on the menu that day!

Thanks to Stacey for getting the inside scoop! You heard it here first, folks – Swift chic is now IN! Take your wardrobe from drab to fab by showing up to the spring fling dance with a smaller you in tow! Your friends will be jealous, and you can finally prove to all of them that you’re just as stylish as the woman they paid $100 dollars to see in concert last summer. Look out for the next style watch in next month’s issue.

FIDGET VIBRATOR

increased focus!
stress alleviation!
anxiety relief!
endless calm!
...and so much more!
We Interviewed Angela Merkel About Her Beauty Secrets
Guten tag! It’s your girl Angela Merkel, coming at you straight from the Bundeskanzleramt. That’s the Federal Chancellery of Germany, and it’s also where I live, because — yep, you guessed it — I’m the Chancellor. Don’t get it twisted. Some people call me the leader of the free world, but I’m also the leader of slaying the beauty game like it’s a threat to Western democracy. So read on, and you’ll have a fresh spring look faster than I can lay out a critique of rising social expenditure in Europe.

First things first: You need to choose a look that matches the occasion. If you’re headed to Davos to speak at the World Economic Forum, keep it simple, and make sure your contouring is as sharp as your succinct plan to maintain innovation in Europe through careful social spending. Save the smoky eye and deep plum-colored lipstick for times like G7 summit. This dramatic look plainly says “Senior G7 Leader” — plus, word on the Bundestag floor is that Justin loves those dark lipstick shades.

That’s my boy Justin Trudeau, of course. He’s taken, but I hear I opt for a haircut that says, ‘I’m the longest-serving incumbent head of government in the EU, I have a doctorate in quantum chemistry, and I’m here to party.’

Next time you, Justin, and Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg (#squadgoals) meet up at the Biergarten to trash talk Theresa May’s immigration policies, make sure your outfit is on fleek. A color-block blouse shows that you’re willing to give refuge to Syrians fleeing from civil war, and a statement handbag is a nice reminder of who is really the last defender of the liberal West. Hint: It’s not you, Theresa.

Well, those are all the tips that Mutti has for you today. It’s time to say “wir sehen uns” and log on to my weekly Skype sesh with Hillary Clinton, where we have an insightful foreign policy discussion and think of ways to catfish Vladimir Putin. And you better guess that we look great doing it.

Some people call me the leader of the free world,
but I’m also the leader of slaying the beauty game like it’s a threat to Western democracy.
Alright readers, get ready turn green with envy: Emily Ginthy of Beaverton, OR might be the luckiest girl in the world. Not only did she get the Sweet 16 of her dreams, but she asked Zac Efron to be her date – and he actually spit right in her peasant face!

How many of us have dreamed about the perfect Sweet 16? Well this year, that dream became a reality for Emily. With the help of her friends, Emily’s totally cool parents planned a fabulous party for her. There was only one thing missing: the self-described “Zac Efron fanatic” needed to invite the man himself, so she devised a plan to do just that. Emily crashed the red-carpet premier of The Greatest Showman, jumped the rope, and gave the most heartfelt birthday invite ever!

What happened next will make you scream!

Zac, without a moment’s thought, cracked his trademark heartthrob smile, looked down at the girl with his gorgeous blue eyes, and hoicked a loogie right in her eye. Emily was then clotheslined by a 300 lb. security guard. And get this! Paparazzi video picked up Zac muttering to himself, “Proletariat scum,” as he walked away satisfied.

Ugh! Talk about dreams come true! But the story doesn’t end there…

Our hero Emily took to twitter the next day. In a tweet with over 150 thousand likes, Emily said:

“@ZacEfron remember me?? I invited you to my Sweet 16 yesterday at greatest showman and you spit in my left iris. Is that a yes?? 2/12 please come!!”

And he responded!

“@emilybaby1 of course I remember. I’m grateful to all my fans of the lowly, undignified classes. That night I have an event with people who are more beautiful, rich and wellborn than yourself. But I will make up for it!”

A couple months after the tweet, Zac Efron went to Beaverton, Oregon and crashed Emily’s high school bio class! You heard us right! Best part is, the whole thing was caught on video!

In the video, Zac throws open the classroom door in the middle of the lesson. In the midst of gasps and shrieks, he surveys the room. Visibly disgusted, Zac nearly retches before regaining composure and walking over to Emily. Once he arrives at her desk, Zac, gagging once more, removes a large wad of cash from his wallet and separates $20, which he hands to the speechless girl. Through the screams, Zac can be heard saying, “Here, buy your family a loaf of bread,” at which point Emily faints. Zac then exits the room as smoothly as he entered.

Ahhhh! We’re so jealous we can hardly handle it! Why her???

But wait, two weeks later Ellen DeGeneres took up the story. She invited both of them on her show for a reunion! When prompted, Zac told Ellen his motivation:

“Ah, thank you, Ellen dearest, for such a refined and intelligent inquiry. This dreadful creature, Emily, defiling my good senses with her mere proximity, leads a life so devoid of privilege and nobility that I can hardly comprehend it. You see, because of my merit and stature, I never got to experience life as a normal teenager, vile and deprived. For this reason, I take any chance I can get to descend from my lofty dominion to the plebian station, where I remind the vulgar commons of their proper place in society, and perhaps grant some patronage while I’m at it.”

That’s right you guys, Zac Efron said this girl’s name ON LIVE TV! Ugh! But the highlight of the night was easily when Ellen had to two of them relive their red-carpet moment. Yep, Zac Efron spewed saliva in her face for the second time, AS THE WORLD WATCHED. Jeez!

Why can’t Zac spit on us?

So that’s it. Zac Efron’s our favorite, Emily’s the luckiest girl alive, and we literally want to be her.

Sneventeen Magazine has reached out to Zac Efron for comment, but he has yet to reply – although he did send our messenger’s index finger back as a warning.

Nobody expected what happened next!
So, Noamy—can I call you that?—Noam, how do you do it? How are you so goddamn sexy all the time?

Noamy: What—huh—excuse me? How the hell did you get in my—who are you? Office hours are for students only.

Snevetneen: Noamster, don’t be catty, you dog. We’ve seen your strut on the runway. Those hips, Noam! Your luscious hips. What’s your diet?

Noamster: I am a theoretical linguist. I write papers and books on syntax and grammar. I do not deal in showing off my body.

Snevetneen: Noooooooaaaaaammm. Noooaaaaamm! C’mon, stop playing, you dirty, dirty thang. We know.

Noooaaaaamm: Know what? Get out of my office.

Snevetneen: Oh, we know, Noamy babe. We know.

Noamy Babe: No! What? …you know? How?

Snevetneen: We have our sources, Chomper.

Chomper: What! How did you my secret fashion runway model name? Well, I guess it’s out now. Turns out theoretical linguistics doesn’t pay the bills, so I decided to monetize one of my other skills. I just didn’t know my incredibly curvy hips would catapult me to stardom! It’s been so hard hiding one half of my identity. These excessively scrumptious lips have been hidden too long!

Snevetneen: What? I was just teasing you, Noam. I was trying to get a scoop on your upcoming paper, Neo-Generative Models for Structural Grammar. What was that about modeling?

Noam: …nothing. [To himself] Some day, you exceedingly succulent thighs.
Do you have BIEBER FEVER or BEAVER FEVER?

Know the difference! Bieber Fever is an extreme obsession with teen heartthrob Justin Bieber. Beaver Fever, also known as giardia, is a parasitic disease caused by water that is contaminated with infected fecal matter.

☐ You recently memorized all the lyrics to the 2015 hit “Love Yourself”—and now it’s your go-to karaoke song
☐ You recently traveled or hiked in a region with poor sanitation, leading to contact with unclean water sources
☐ You have tons of handmade Belieber t-shirts, and your outfit doesn’t feel complete without one
☐ You’ve been to tons of countries where the Giardia parasite is common, and you may have swallowed food that touched feces from an infected person or animal
☐ You spent weeks begging for a backstage pass to Justin’s Purpose World Tour—and finally got to meet him in person!
☐ You spent time and shared food or beverages with someone who is ill with giardiasis
☐ Your walls are literally covered with Never Say Never posters, and you show them off whenever you have friends over
☐ Your water filter broke on your last backpacking trip, and you’ve since experienced severe abdominal cramping and diarrhea
☐ You frequently play Justin’s music on your guitar and have made it your mission to learn every song on his original album, “My World”
☐ You frequently have nausea that you believe may be associated with the improper treatment of your water source, which is at risk of contamination by cow feces due to its proximity to a local farm

If your answers were mostly red, then you have BIEBER FEVER! Justin’s been your celeb crush ever since you first heard “Baby” in 2010. You know everything from his half-brother’s name to his favorite movie, and you aren’t afraid to show it. Keep an eye out for Snevetneen’s exclusive ticket promo next time Justin goes on tour!

If your answers were mostly blue, then you have BEAVER FEVER! You are likely to experience severe diarrhea, stomach cramps, and vomiting. These symptoms can persist for months if left untreated, so be sure to contact your health care provider to submit a stool sample!
Quiz: Should You Hook Up with Brad?

by Brad

So, are you into Brad? NO

Cool! And just wondering, are you the cute new girl, Cayla, in Mrs. Johnson’s 4th period history class? YES

Got it. So, theoretically speaking, is there anything Brad would be able to do to convince you to hook up with him? MAYBE

That’s pretty harsh. Let’s do a quick thought experiment here: If you and Brad were the last two people on earth, and it were absolutely essential that you hooked up with Brad to save the population from extinction, would you hook up with him then? NO

Brad can probably work with that. So again, just theoretically, would that involve anything crazy, like on the order of getting in a fist fight with school bully Ted Wilkins? NO

Alright, well you’re putting Brad in kind of a tough place here. I mean, not that he couldn’t beat Ted Wilkins in a fist fight, because he definitely could. It just seems like kind of a lot to involve Ted Wilkins in this. Would it be cool if Brad bought you some chocolates or something instead? YES

Well, okay then! It doesn’t seem like you’re that against hooking up with Brad after all.

That’s a relief. So it’s settled then!

Sweet! You should hook up with Brad. Shoot him a text after school today, (650) 391-8471

Okay, no worries. Just to check though, would you be down to hook up with Brad anyway?

Okay, seriously, Connor? Fuck you for taking this quiz and picking all the wrong answers. It’s not funny. Please just pass this to Cayla like I asked.
“Aren’t baths scary enough *without* ‘bath bombs?’”